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I would encourage anyone who hasn't read this article to do so.  I wonder how much money NH would need 
to spend on this topic, that is now being provided free of charge by Massachusetts? This is truly a great look 
at responsible biomass development and the questions currently taking place in Mass. that NH might benefit 
taking advantage of referring to. 
 
New York Times Reprints 
 
June 18, 2010 
Net Benefits of Biomass Power Under 
Scrutiny 
By TOM ZELLER Jr. 
GREENFIELD, Mass. — Matthew Wolfe, an energy developer with plans to turn tree branches and other 
woody debris into electric power, sees himself as a positive force in the effort to wean his state off of planet-
warming fossil fuels. “It’s way better than coal,” Mr. Wolfe said, “if you look at it over its life cycle.” Not 
everyone agrees, as evidenced by lawn signs in this northwestern Massachusetts town reading “Biomass? 
No Thanks.” In fact, power generated by burning wood, plants and other organic material, which makes up 
50 percent of all renewable energy produced in the United States, according to federal statistics, is facing 
increased scrutiny and opposition. That, critics say, is because it is not as climate-friendly as once thought, 
and the pollution it causes in the short run may outweigh its long-term benefits. The opposition to biomass 
power threatens its viability as a renewable energy source when the country is looking to diversify its energy 
portfolio, urged on by President Obama in an address to the nation Tuesday. It also underscores the difficult 
and complex choices state and local governments face in pursuing clean-energy goals. Biomass proponents 
say it is a simple and proved renewable technology based on natural cycles. They acknowledge that burning 
wood and other organic matter releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere just as coal does, but point out 
that trees and plants also absorb the gas. If done carefully, and without overharvesting, they say, the 
damage to the climate can be offset. But opponents say achieving that sort of balance is almost impossible, 
and carbon-absorbing forests will ultimately be destroyed to feed a voracious biomass industry fueled 
inappropriately by clean-energy subsidies. They also argue that, like any incinerating operation, biomass 
plants generate all sorts of other pollution, including particulate matter. State and federal regulators are now 
puzzling over these arguments. Last month, in outlining its plans to regulate greenhouse gases, the 
Environmental Protection Agency declined to exempt emissions from “biogenic” sources like biomass power 
plants. That dismayed the biomass and forest products industries, which typically describe biomass as 
“carbon neutral.” The agency said more deliberation was needed. Meanwhile, plans for several biomass 
plants around the country have been dropped because of stiff community opposition. In March, a $250 
million biomass power project planned for Gretna, Fla., was abandoned after residents complained that it 
threatened air quality. Two planned plants in Indiana have faced similar grass-roots opposition. In April, an 
association of family physicians in North Carolina told state regulators that biomass power plants there, like 
other plants and factories that pollute the air, could “increase the risk of premature death, asthma, chronic 
bronchitis and heart disease.” In Massachusetts, fierce opposition to a handful of projects in the western part 
of the state, including Mr. Wolfe’s, prompted officials to order a moratorium on new permits last December, 
and to commission a scientific review of the environmental credentials of biomass power. That study, 
released last week, concluded that, at least in Massachusetts, power plants using woody material as fuel 
would probably prove worse for the climate than existing coal plants over the next several decades. Plants 
that generate both heat and power, displacing not just coal but also oil and gas, could yield dividends faster, 
the report said. But in every case, the study found, much depends on what is burned, how it is burned, how 
forests are managed and how the industry is regulated. Ian A. Bowles, the secretary of the Massachusetts 
Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, said that biomass power and sustainable forest management 
were not mutually exclusive. But he also said that the logical conclusion from the study was that biomass 
plants that generated electricity alone probably should not be eligible for incentives for renewable energy. 
“That would represent a significant change in policy,” Mr. Bowles said. The biomass industry argues that 
studies like the one in Massachusetts do not make a clear distinction between wood harvested specifically 
for energy production and the more common, and desirable, practice of burning wood and plant scraps left 
from agriculture and logging operations. The Biomass Power Association, a trade group based in Maine, said 



in a statement last week that it was “not aware of any facilities that use whole trees for energy.” During a 
recent visit to an old gravel pit outside of town where he hopes to build his 47- megawatt Pioneer Renewable 
Energy project, Mr. Wolfe said the plant would be capable of generating heat and power, and would use only 
woody residues as a feedstock. “It’s really frustrating,” he said. “There’s a tremendous deficit of trust that is 
really inhibiting things.” In the United States, biomass power plants burn a variety of feedstocks, including 
rice hulls in Louisiana and sugar cane residues, called bagasse, in parts of Florida and Hawaii. A vast 
majority, though, some 90 percent, use woody residue as a feedstock, according to the Biomass Power 
Association. About 75 percent of biomass electricity comes from the paper and pulp companies, which 
collect their residues and burn them to generate power for themselves. But more than 80 operations in 20 
states are grid-connected and generate power for sale to local utilities and distribution to residential and 
commercial customers, a $1 billion industry, according to the association. The increasing availability of 
subsidies and tax incentives has put dozens of new projects in the development pipeline. The problem with 
all this biomass, critics argue, is that wood can actually churn out more greenhouse gases than coal. New 
trees might well cancel that out, but they do not grow overnight. That means the low-carbon attributes of 
biomass are often realized too slowly to be particularly useful for combating climate change. Supporters of 
the technology say those limitations can be overcome with tight regulation of what materials are burned and 
how they are harvested. “The key question is the rate of use,” said Ben Larson of the Union of Concerned 
Scientists, an environmental group based in Cambridge, Mass., that supports the sensible use of biomass 
power. “We need to consider which sources are used, and how the land is taken care of over the long haul.” 
But critics maintain that “sustainable” biomass power is an oxymoron, and that nowhere near enough 
residual material exists to feed a large-scale industry. Plant owners, they say, will inevitably be forced to 
seek out less beneficial fuels, including whole trees harvested from tracts of land that never would have been 
logged otherwise. Those trees, critics say, would do far more to absorb planet-warming gases if they were 
simply let alone. “The fact is, you might get six or seven megawatts of power from residues in 
Massachusetts,” said Chris Matera, the founder of Massachusetts Forest Watch. “They’re planning on 
building about 200 megawatts. So it’s a red herring. It’s not about burning waste wood. This is about burning 
trees.” Whether or not that is true, biomass power is also coming under attack simply for the ordinary air 
pollution it produces. Web sites like No Biomass Burn, based in the Pacific Northwest, liken biomass 
emissions to cigarette smoke. Duff Badgley, the coordinator of the site, says a proposed plant in Mason 
County, Washington, would “rain toxic pollutants” on residents there. And the American Lung Association 
has asked Congress to exclude subsidies for biomass from any new energy bill, citing potentially “severe 
impacts” on health. Nathaniel Greene, the director of renewable energy policy for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, said that while such concerns were not unfounded, air pollution could be controlled. “It 
involves technology that we’re really good at,” Mr. Greene said. For opponents like Mr. Matera, the tradeoffs 
are not worth it. “We’ve got huge problems,” Mr. Matera said. “And there’s no easy answer. But biomass 
doesn’t do it. It’s a false solution that has enormous impacts.” Mr. Wolfe says that is shortsighted. Wind 
power and solar power are not ready to scale up technologically and economically, he said, particularly in 
this corner of Massachusetts. Biomass, by contrast, is proven and available, and while it is far from perfect, 
he argued, it can play a small part in reducing reliance on fossil fuels. “Is it carbon-neutral? Is it low-carbon? 
There’s some variety of opinion,” Mr. Wolfe said. “But that’s missing the forest for the trees. The question I 
ask is, What’s the alternative?” 
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Some articles that point towards a huge change in the way New England is beginning to look at biomass. 
These are not tree huggers creating issues; these are the very departments hired to look at the big picture 
along with medical professionals getting involved.  I'm sure the NH SEC is eager to look at developments in 
MASS closely. These developments are free of charge to NH and serve as an example for NH to follow. 
What a great opportunity! 
 
It has been stated for a long time that smaller biomass facilities offering local synergy thereby increasing 
their efficiency, and not threatening the sustainability of forest and other wood commodity businesses is the 
ultimate way to go. This isn't anything new, it's just being further exposed at a time when it's so important, 
and it's being exposed by the very organizations hired to be unbiased.This is getting to be a real Big subject.  
I am passing this article along to those of you on the NHSEC as well.  This is now going to  ballot in Mass.  
 
http://www.boston.com/lifestyle/green/greenblog/2010/07/wood-burning_opponents_pull_ba.html 
 
http://www.brighterenergy.org/13529/news/bioenergy/massachusetts-to-require-50-emission-cut-in-biomass-
projects/ 
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What the commissioners are failing to tell you is that the wood they are referring is not entirely "junk" wood 
that Landvest states is available. Rather it is low grade fuel that can literally begin fueling competition that 
can lead to the demise of other wood commodity businesses as well as sustainability issues.  There is better 
use for round wood than to be burned as biomass.  Additionally our commissioners speak of the jobs and 
revenue an inefficient plant would bring to Berlin, without any reference to the jobs this could impact by 
closures of other facilities, without a reference to the revenue lost by closure of businesses to the host 
communities, and without any mention as to the importance of efficiency and synergy within operating 
biomass facilities. Additionally these commissioners make no mention of health hazards currently becoming 
a part of Massachusetts ballots.  I wonder if these same commissioners have actually visited the elderly 
housing facilities across the street from this massive boiler to see what they think.    If these commissioners 
have examined the Clean Power development proposal and are acting as unbiased representatives of the 
north country, how can they possibly be opposing a plant offering over 60% efficiency, sustainability of the 
northern forest and it's current wood commodity job base, and the potential savior of 240 jobs with Fraser 
paper through providing steam to that plant?  The commissioners letter to the NHSEC raises serious 
questions as to why they'd support one project and not the other. As intervenors to the Laidlaw application, is 
it within the right of counsel to the public to ask these commissioners why they appear so biased? 
 

 


